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Abstract: The Solar Dynamics Observatory EUV 9.4 nm data was used to study the intensity fluctuation at the solar equator during the Sep 6 2016 NOAA Active Region (AR) 12585 Arcing. The 9.4 nm intensity data parallel with the solar equator showed correlation with the adjacent image row-data (R-sq >0.95) for the studied region near AR 12585. The analysis of the percent increment in the intensity data series (parallel with the solar equator) showed that the fractal dimension values (>2.05) of the studied series correlated with standard deviations. The interpretation of the percent increment in the intensity as a Gaussian-like probability density function via a Fokker-Plank equation model is discussed.
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I. Introduction

The Solar Dynamics Observatory EUV 9.4 nm data was used to study the solar equator intensity fluctuation during the 2016 Sep 6 NOAA Active Region 12585 Arcing. The 9.4 nm contains mostly the Fe XVIII emission data with small amounts from the 19.3 nm and 17.1 nm channels [1]. The AR 12585 event was first labeled by NOAA on Sep 1 (Figure 1). On Sep 6 the AR 12585 had moved onto the central region of the solar disk.

II. Data And Methods

The Solar Dynamics Observatory AIA/HMI data are available from the NASA SDO website. The FITS data are available from http://jsoc.stanford.edu/data/aia/synoptic/2016/09/. The SDO/AIA 9.4 nm FITS image data on Sep 6 UT1200 is shown in Figure 2. When an observed intensity Int1 was adjacent to another intensity Int2 parallel with the solar equator, the intensity percent increment could be calculated as (Int2 – Int1)/Int1. The fractal dimension values for the intensity percent increment data series were calculated using the Higuchi algorithm, which have been described by us in an earlier publication on an open access platform [2].

Figure 1: NOAA AR 12585 illustration. (https://www.solarmonitor.org/)
Whether the arc exhibited symmetry like an arch was not investigated in this project. The NASA Fv Image Viewer was used to read the 1024 by 1024 bits SDO/AIA 9.4 nm FITS image. The highest intensity of about 147 DN/sec was observed at row number 532 and 519 pixel location. The solar equator was taken as row number 512.

III. Results Of Image Data Analysis

The SDO/AIA 9.4 nm FITS image data in Figure 2 were analyzed. The intensity at row-number 512 across the image is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2](AIA20160906_1200_0094.fits_1)

The result of a correlation analysis on the region between the 385th pixel to 650th pixel for 512-row intensity and 511-row intensity is shown in Figure 4. A similar high correlation, R-sq > 0.93 on the region between 125th pixel to pixel 384th pixel for 512-row intensity and 511-row intensity was observed. However a correlation of R-sq = 0.66 on the region between 641st pixel to pixel 900th pixel for 512-row intensity and 511-row intensity was observed. The correlation was observed to drop slightly as the distance to the 512-row...
increased and further away from the AR 12585. For example, the correlation would drop to R-sq = 0.75 between 512-row and 510-row data on the region from the 385th pixel to 650th pixel.

Figure 4: The correlation of intensity for the Figure 3 data at row-number 512 with its adjacent row at row-number 511. The analyzed region was between the 385th pixel to 650th pixel. The row number definition in the NASA Fv Image Viewer was used.

The intensity percent increment series analysis results for the fractal dimension values are shown in Figure 5. The region between the 385th pixel to 650th pixel was analyzed.

Figure 5: The fractal dimension y-axis versus row-number. The row number definition in the NASA Fv Image Viewer was used.

The corresponding intensity percent increment series analysis results for the histogram standard deviations and averages are shown in Figure 6.
IV. Discussion

The high correlation (R-sq = 0.94) of the intensity data in the studied mid region (385th pixel to 640th pixel) illustrated in Figure 4 and the relatively low correlation (R = 0.66) for the studied 641st pixel to 900th pixel region would be consistent with a scenario where the equatorial magnetic lines are being entangled with interaction driven by the solar rotational motion. Another general interpretation would be an anisotropy related mechanism such that regions near AR 12585 would have different correlations [3]. Fractal dimension analysis for correlated randomness in the percent increment data fluctuation, illustrated in Figure 5, revealed fractal dimension values larger than the theoretical value of 2 for a random series. Frequency simulation on the expected fractal dimension values for a group of computer-generated random sequences showed that the 2.0 fractal dimension value frequency would be about double in comparison to the 2.05 fractal dimension value frequency. Such correlated randomness study on SDO/AIA data via fractal dimension analysis has also been published by others [4]. On the other hand, the intensity percent increment series could be analyzed using the probability density function concept, illustrated in Figure 7 as a histogram. The fractal dimension values illustrated in Figure 5 were found to correlate mildly with the standard deviation values illustrated in Figure 6 (R-sq = 0.57, N = 5). The Fokker-Planck equation usually describes the evolution of a probability density function in time. The spatial evolution of the histogram parameters, standard deviation and average values illustrated in Figure 6, could be described by a Fokker-Planck equation model. The usual Fokker-Planck equation for describing time evolution of probability density function, \( \frac{\partial P}{\partial t} = (\sigma^2/2) \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial \xi^2} + \mu \frac{\partial P}{\partial \xi} \), could be replaced with a spatial variable with a unique direction as the distance increases from the active region.

**Figure 6:** The histogram standard deviation y-axis versus row-number x-axis, upper curve. The histogram average*10 y-axis versus row-number x-axis, lower curve; the row number definition in the NASA Fv Image Viewer was used.

The histogram of 512-row intensity percent increment series is shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7:** The histogram of 512-row intensity percent increment series. The row number definition in the NASA Fv Image Viewer was used.
in this project [5, 6]. This replacement is consistent with a recent study which found that time as a variable can be modeled as the de-coherence of a physical entity such as a wavefunction [7], and that our correlation study result, illustrated in Figure 4, would support a de-coherence concept related to a distance increase from the active region. Note that the spatial vertical distance variable in the above proposed Fokker-Planck equation model is different from the horizontal distance variable used to calculate the intensity percent increment series. The spatial vertical distance variable x in Figure 8 would correspond to the row-number variable in the NASA Fv Image Viewer definition.

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} = \frac{\sigma^2}{2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \mu f \right)
\]

**Figure 8:** Fokker Planck equation tracks the development of the intensity probability density function \( f(I, x) \) with \( I_0 \) for the initial intensity value and \( x_0 \) as the initial spatial value. The right hand side contains the diffusion term with coefficient \( \sigma^2 \), and the advection term with coefficient \( \mu \).

The histogram shown in Figure 7 could be decomposed into two Gaussian-like sub-histograms as displayed in Figure 9. In general, when the percent increment data series of a random variable behaves like a Gaussian distribution, the random variable would follow a log-normal distribution because \( d(\log(x)) = dx/x \). Therefore the analysis would suggest that the intensity variable would have a log-normal distribution with an origin being related to the multiplicative product of two or more Gaussian variables. The proposed methodology in this report could shed light on the Sun’s effect on Earth Station cosmic ray detection [8] and spacecraft sky survey studies [9], as well as the possible effect of planetary tides on the Sun [10]. Last but not least, the proposed methodology could also serve as an educational platform for undergraduate students to study space weather projects with online open access educational information and SDO/AIA/HMI intensity data [11, 12].

**Figure 9:** The two sub-histograms of the histogram in Figure 7.

\textbf{V. Conclusion}

The project results showed that the 2016 Sep 6 SDO EUV 9.4 nm intensity percent increment data in the studied regions near AR 12585 contain correlations that would be consistent with a model of solar rotation related magnetic interaction. Fractal dimension analysis results also supported the presence of correlated randomness in the percent increment data fluctuation. The interpretation of the intensity percent increment as a probability intensity function via a Fokker-Plank equation model would support a log-normal distribution for the intensity variable in the studied regions. Applications could include similar analyses of other SDO/AIA data, studies of solar rotation effect on magnetic line entanglement via multifractal analysis, etc.
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